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Abstract. A graph is called superraagic if it admits a labelling of the edges by pairwise 
different consecutive positive integers such that the sum of the labels of the edges incident 
with a vertex is independent of the particular vertex. Some constructions of supermagic 
labellings of regular graphs are described. Supermagic regular complete multipartite graphs 
and supermagic cubes are characterized. 
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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
We consider finite undirected graphs without loops, multiple edges and isolated 
vertices. If G is a graph, then V(G) and E(G) stand for the vertex set and edge set 
of G, respectively. Cardinalities of these sets, denoted | F ( G ) | and \E(G)\, are called 
the order and size of G. 
Let a graph G and a mapping / from E(G) into positive integers be given. The 
index-mapping of / is a mapping /* from V(G) into positive integers defined by 
(1) /*(-«)= E V(v,e)f(e) for every veV(G), 
eEE(C) 
where rj(v, e) is equal to 1 when e is an edge incident with a vertex v, and 0 otherwise. 
An injective mapping / from E(G) into positive integers is called a magic labelling 
of G for the index A if its index-mapping /* satisfies 
(2) f*(v)=X for all v e V(G). 
A magic labelling / of G is called a supermagic labelling of G if the set {/(e): e 6 
E(G)} consists of consecutive positive integers. We say that a graph G is supermagic 
(magic) if and only if there exists a supermagic (magic) labelling of G. 
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The concept of magic graphs was introduced by Sedlacek [6]. The regular magic 
graphs are characterized in [3]. Two different characterizations of all magic graphs 
are given by S. Jezny, M.Trenkler [5] and R. H. Jeurissen [4]. 
Supermagic graphs were introduced by M.B.Stewart [8]. It is easy to see that 
the classical concept of a magic square of n2 boxes corresponds to the fact that the 
complete bipartite graph Kn>n is supermagic for every positive integer nj^2 (see also 
[8], [2]). M. B. Stewart [9] proved that the complete graph Kn is supermagic if and 
only if either n >. 6 and n j£ 0 (mod 4), or n = 2. In [7] and [1], supermagic labellings 
of the Mobius ladders and two special classes of 4-regular graphs are constructed. 
In this paper we describe some constructions of supermagic labellings of regular 
graphs and apply them to complete multipartite graphs and Cartesian products of 
circuits. 
2. CONDITIONS AND CONSTRUCTIONS 
Throughout the paper let 6 and 6(d) denote the set of all supermagic regular 
graphs and the set of all supermagic d-regular graphs, respectively. Note that if / is 
a supermagic labelling of G 6 6 , then f + m, for every integer m > — min{/(e): e € 
E(G)}, is a supermagic labelling of G, too. Therefore, a regular graph G is super-
magic if and only if it admits a supermagic labelling / : E(G) -+ {1,2,.. . , |E(G)|}. 
In what follows we will consider only such supermagic labellings of regular graphs. 
In this case, the conditions (1) and (2) require 
|V(G)|A= £ £ n(v,e)f(e) 
veV(G)edB(G) 
= 2 £ f(e)=(l + \E(G)\)\E(G)\. 
e<=B(G) 
Since the size of a d-regular graph satisfies \E(G)\ = f |V(G)|, we get 
(3) A = f ( l + f|V(G)|). 
Now, we can prove the following necessary conditions for a supermagic regular 
graph. 
Proposition 1. Let G € 6(d). Then the following statements hold: 
(i) if d = 1 (mod 2), then \V(G)\ = 2 (mod 4); 
(ii) ifd=2 (mod 4) and |V(G)| = 0 (mod 2), then G contains no component of 
an odd order; 
(iii) i f |V(G)|>2, thend>2. 
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Proof . Let us assume to the contrary that d = 1 (mod 2) and |V(G)| = 0 
(mod 4). Then by (3), the index A of a supermagic labelling of G is not an integer, 
and by (1), A is a sum of integers, a contradiction. As the order of a regular graph 
of an odd degree is even, the condition (i) follows. 
Suppose that d = 2 (mod 4), |V(G)| = 0 (mod 2) and G contains a component C 
of an odd order. Then by (3), A is odd. Hence A|V(G)| is odd, too. On the other 
hand, by (1) and (2), 
\V(C)\X= E £ i.(»,e)/(e) = 2 £ /(e), 
veV(C) eeB(G) e€E(C) 
a contradiction. 
It is obvious that a regular graph of degree one is magic if and only if it is connected 
(i.e. |V(G)| = 2), and a 2-regular graph is never magic. D 
Given graphs H and G, a homomorphism of H onto G is defined to be a surjective 
mapping ip: V(H) —)• V(G) such that whenever u, v are adjacent in H, i>(u), ip(v) 
are adjacent in G. So tp induces a mapping ip; E(H) ~¥ E(G) satisfying: if e is an 
edge of H with end vertices u and v, then ip(e) is an edge of G with end vertices 
ip(u) and ip(v). We say that a homomorphism ip is harmonious if ip is a bijection, 
and balanced if \il>~l(u)\ — |^^1(t>)| for all u,v 6 V(G). A bijective harmonious 
homomorphism of H onto G is called an isomorphism of H onto G. If there is an 
isomorphism of H onto G, then we say that H is a copy of G. A triplet [H,ip,t] 
is called a supermagic frame of a graph G if ip is a harmonious homomorphism 
of H onto G and t; E(H) -+ {1,2,..., |£(fl")|} is an injective mapping such that 
E t*(u) is independent of the vertex v 6 V(G). 
u^-Hv) 
Proposition 2. If there is a supermagic frame of a graph G, then G is super-
magic. 
Proof. Let us assume that [H, ip, t] is a supermagic frame of G. It can be easily 
seen that a mapping / given by /(e) = t(ip~1(e)) for every e € E(G), is a supermagic 
labelling of the graph G. D 
Corollary 1. Let if € 6 and G be graphs. If there is a balanced harmonious 
homomorphism of H onto G, then G € 6 . 
Proof . Suppose that ip is a balanced harmonious homomorphism of H onto G. 
Since H is regular and ip is balanced, G is regular. As H € 6 , there is a supermagic 
labelling / of H. Clearly, \H, ip, f] is a supermagic frame of G. By Proposition 2, 
the assertion follows. O 
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Recall that a 6-factor of a graph is defined to be its <5-regular spanning subgraph. 
In what follows, let 3(k), for a positive integer k ^ 2, denote the set of all regular 
graphs which can be decomposed into k pairwise edge-disjoint ^-factors. 
The union of two disjoint graphs G and H is denoted by G U If and the union of 
m > 1 disjoint copies of a graph G is denoted by mG. 
Corollary 2. Let G G 6 n $(k). Then the following statements hold: 
(i) ifk is even, then mG G 6 for every positive integer m; 
(ii) if k is odd, then mG G 6 for every odd positive integer m. 
Proof . Since G € 6, there is a supermagic labelling / of G for the index A. 
We have G G $(k) and so there exist edge-disjoint 5-factors E^F2,... ,Fk which 
form a decomposition of G. Note that F ! is a factor of G, i.e. V(Fl) = V(G) and 
E(F') C E(G). For i = l,...,k and j = l , . . . ,m, let G^ Fj, & and </>} be a 
copy of G, a copy of F%, an isomorphism of Gj onto G and an isomorphism of Fj 
onto F \ respectively. Suppose that the graph if is a disjoint union of graphs Fj, 
m k 
i.e. H = U SJ F,f, and assume that the graph mG is a disjoint union of graphs 
3=1 i=l 
Gj, i.e. mG = [j Gj. Clearly, a mapping ip: V(H) -j- V(mG) given by ip(v) = 
i=i 
Ĵ"1(<p}(v)) when v G V(Fj), is a balanced harmonious homomorphism of H onto 
mG. Now we distinguish the following cases: 
Case 1. Let k be even. Consider a mapping to from E(H) into positive integers 
given by t0(e) = f(tp)(e)) + r0(j)\E(G)\ whenever e G E(F
i
j), where 
, , , . ) , ; - - * . = Umod2), 
' m - j if i = 0 (mod2). 
Obviously, for any e G E(H), we have 1 «J t0(e) s£ m\E(G)\ = \E(H)\. Sup-
pose that ei, e2 are edges of if satisfying to(ei) = to(e2), i.e. f(<pp(ei)) + 
r0(p)\E(G)\ = f(<p
v
q(e2)) + r0(q)\E(G)\. Since / is an injective mapping onto 
the set {1,2,..., |F(G)|}, then <p;(ei) = <p
y(e2) and rg(p) = 4(q). As ^ fo>») is 
an isomorphism onto Fx (Fy), then x = y. For a fixed integer x, r0 is an injective 
mapping and so p = q. Therefore, we have <Pp(ei) = <p^(e2). Hence e\ = e2. This 
means that t0 is an injective mapping from E(H) onto {1,2,..., \E(H)]}. Moreover, 
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for a given vertex v of Gj, the index-mapping of t0 satisfies 
E Q(«) = E to((v})- 1 teW)) 
uev-M") »=i 
= E (5|F(G)|rj(j) + E ri{^{v),e)f{e)) 
i=l egiEfF') 
= S\E{G)\ E r0(i) + E ».&(«),e)/(e) 
i=l e6£'(G) 
= <5|F(G)|(f (j - 1) + f (m - j)) + /•(&(«)) 
= <S|E(G)|f(m-l) + A. 
Thus [H, ip, to] is a supermagic frame of the graph mG and by Proposition 2, (i) 
follows. 
Case 2. Let k and m be odd. Consider a mapping ti from E{H) into positive 
integers given by h{e) = /(^}(e)) + r\{j)\E{G)\ whenever e e E{Fj), where 
j - 1 if i = 1 (mod 2) and i < fc, 
m — j if i = 0 (mod 2) and i < fc - 1, 
j + 2 i ^ if i = k-l ancljsg 22±1, 
j ~ s ± 2 if i = fc-l andj > 22±1, 
m - 2 j + l if i = fcandj < s^ i , 
I 2m - 2j + 1 if i = fc and j > s ^ . 
Similarly as in the case 1, it can be seen that ii is an injective mapping from 
E{H) onto {1,2,...,|.E(.ff)|} and its index-mapping satisfies E tt(u) — 
ue-^-l(v) 
<5|iS(G)||(m — 1) + A for any vertex v of mG. So [H,ijj, tt] is a supermagic frame of 
mG and by Proposition 2, (ii) follows. • 
Corollary 3. Let H e 6(d) and G e 6(d) n5(2). Then HU2Ge &{d). 
Proof . Since H € 6(d) (G e 6(d)), there is a supermagic labelling ft (<?) 
of H (G) for the index \H (AG). We have G e 5(2) and so there exist edge-
disjoint <5-factors F1, F2 which form a decomposition of G. Evidently, <5 = f. For 
i = 1,2 and j = 1,2, let Gj, Fi, fj and <£>} be a copy of G, a copy of F', an 
isomorphism of Gj onto G and an isomorphism of F'- onto Fl, respectively. Suppose 
that Q - H U Fl U Fl U F | U Ff and C = if U Gi U G2. Clearly, a mapping 
V>:V(Q)-+V(C) given by 
ń(J) = S 
-i/i(t.) = 
^'(^W) i f«eF(F/), 
ift)£ V(ff), 
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is a harmonious homomorphism of Q onto C. Now, consider a mapping t from E(Q) 
into positive integers given by 
(g(?i(e)) if e €£(*?) , 
t(e) = I h(e) + \E(G)\ if e e E(H), 
i 9(n-i(e)) + \E(G)\ + \E(H)\ if e e E(FU). 
It is easy to see that t is an injective mapping from E(Q) onto {1,2,... , \E(Q)\}. 
Moreover, we have 
E **(«) = fttej)-1^))) + r ^ r 1 ^ ) ) ) 
u€i>~Hv) 
= 6(\E(G)\ + \E(H)\)+gHZM) 
= S(\E(G)\ + \E(H)\) + Xa 
for any vertex v of G,-, and 
E f (t») = d|£(G) [ + h* (v) = d\E(G) \ + XH 
for any vertex v of H. According to (3), 
d\E(G)\ +X„ = 2S\E(G)\ + S(l + S\V(H)\) 
= 2S\E(G)\ + S(1 + \E(H)\) 
= S(\E(G)\ + \E(H)\)+S(1 + \E(G)\) 
= S(\E(G)\ + \E(H)\) + S(1 + S\V(G)\) 
= S(\E(G)\ + \E(H)\) + Xa-
Thus [Q, i>, t] is a supermagic frame of C and by Proposition 2, the assertion follows. 
• 
Proposition 3. Let F%, F2,. • •, Fk € 6 be pairwise edge-disjoint factors which 
form a decomposition of a graph G. Then G 6 6 . 
Proof . Since Ft G 6 , there is a supermagic labelling f-i of Fj for every i = 
l,...,k. Evidently, a mapping / : E(G) -+{!,..., \E(G)\} given by /(e) = /;(e) + 
E |F(F3-)| whenever e € F(F;), is a supermagic labelling of G. D 
0<i<£ 
The Cartesian product GjDG2 of graphs Gj, G2 is a graph whose vertices are 
all ordered pairs [fi,i>2], where i>i e ^(Gi), V2 G V(G2), and two vertices [t>i,i>2], 
[«i,U2] are joined by an edge in G1OG2 if and only if either (a) v\ = u% and v2, «2 
are adjacent in G2, or (b) v%, «i are adjacent in Gi and t>2 = «2. It is easy to see 
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that the edges of type (a) ((b)) induce a spanning subgraph Fa (Fh) of GiOG2 which 
is isomorphic to \V(GX)\G2 (|V(G2)!GI, respectively). F
a, Fb form a decomposition of 
G1OG2 and so, by Proposition 3, we immediately have 
Corollary 4. Let G\, G2 be regular graphs satisfying \v(Gi)\G2 e 6 and 
\v(Gt)\Gi € 6 . Tfien GiDG2 € 6 . 
The lexicographic product G% [G2] of graphs Gi, G2 is a graph whose vertices are 
all ordered pairs [v\,v2], where «i € V(Gi), v2 6 V(G2), and two vertices [vi,v2], 
[«i, «2] are joined by an edge in Gi [G2] if and only if either vi, u\ are adjacent in 
G\, or vi = Mi and v2, u2 are adjacent in G2. Let us remark that isolated vertices 
of G2 are allowed in this special case. 
Corollary 5. Let G\, G2 be regular graphs satisfying 
(i) \V(G2)\>Z; 
(ii) \v(Gi)\G2 e 6 or G2 is totally disconnected; 
(iii) |V(G2)| = 0 (mod 2) or \V(G2)\\E(Gt)\ = 1 (mod 2). 
TienGi[G2]6 6 . 
Proof . Let n denote the order of G2, i.e. n = |V(G2)j. As n > 3, Kn>n £ & 
(see Introduction). It is well-known that Kn,n can be decomposed into n pairwise 
edge-disjoint 1-factors, i.e. Kn,n e 5(n). Since (iii), we have \E(Gx)\Kn>n € 6 by 
Corollary 2 
Let Dn be a totally disconnected graph of order n. According to the definition of 
the lexicographic product, Gi[G2] can be decomposed into factors Fi, F2, where F\ is 
isomorphic to Gi[Dn] and F2 is isomorphic to \v(Gj)\G2. Moreover, each edge of Gi 
corresponds to a subgraph of GI[JD„] which is isomorphic to Kn^n. Therefore, Gi[Dn] 
can be decomposed into |J5(Gi)| pairwise edge-disjoint subgraphs isomorphic to Kn,n 
and so there is a balanced harmonious homomorphism of \E(Gi)\Kn>n onto Gi[Dn]-
By Corollary 1, G^Dr,] e 6. Thus Fx e & and by (ii), F2 € 6 . Proposition 3 
implies Gi[G2] € 6 . D 
3. REGULAR COMPLETE MULTIPARTITE GRAPHS 
A complete k-partite graph is a graph whose vertices can be partitioned into k Js 2 
disjoint classes Vi,...,Vk such that two vertices are adjacent if and only if they 
belong to distinct classes. If |V,| = n for all i = 1,. . . , k, then the complete fc-partite 
graph is regular of degree (k - X)n and is denoted by Kk[n]- i£*[i] (or only Kk) 
is called a complete graph. A complete bipartite graph K2[n] is also denoted by 
Knin. Note that Kk[n) can be also defined by I<k[Dn], where Dn denotes the totally 
disconnected graph of order n. 
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The characterizations of supermagic complete and complete bipartite graphs (see 
Introduction) are extended in the following assertion. 
Theorem 1. mKk[n] 6 & if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) n = 1, fc = 2, m = 1; 
(ii) n = 1, fc = 5, m > 2; 
(iii) n = 1, 5 < fc = 1 (mod 4), m > 1; 
(iv) n = l, 6 <. fc = 2 (mod 4), m = 1 (mod 2); 
(v) n = 1, 7 s: fc = 3 (mod 4), m = 1 (mod 2); 
(vi) n = 2, fc > 3, m ^ 1; 
(vii) 3 ^ n = 1 (mod 2), 2 < fc = 1 (mod 4), m > 1; 
(viii) 3 < n = 1 (mod 2), 2 <_ fc = 2 (mod 4), m = 1 (mod 2); 
(ix) 3 ^ n = 1 (mod 2), 2 <_ fc = 3 (mod 4), m = 1 (mod 2); 
(x) 4 < » s 0 (mod 2), fc > 2, m > 1. 
Proof . mKk[n] is a (fc — l)n-regular graph which consists of m components of 
order kn. Moreover, in [9] Stewart proved that Ks ^ 6 . Thus, by Proposition 1, it 
is easy to see that one of the conditions (i)-(x) is necessary for mKk[n] € 6 . 
On the other hand, we consider the following cases. 
Case 1. Let n = 1. Obviously, K2 € 6 . Supermagic labellings of 2.RT5, 3.K5 
and 5K5 are described below by giving the labels of edges ViVj in the upper triangles 
of matrices. A matrix corresponds to a component of the graph. 
2^5: 
Vi 5 10 18 9 t)0 16 11 3 12 
v2 7 17 13 1)7 14 4 8 
Зífe 
3 4 26 29 6 16 23 
ЪKь: 
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15 30 14 18 10 
22 13 8 19 
9 37 50 10 14 36 42 16 27 33 26 25 28 31 18 
38 19 39 35 17 40 21 22 43 30 24 23 
44 11 41 12 34 20 15 29 
2 8 13 32 
The graph K6 can be decomposed into two pairwise edge-disjoint Hamiltonian cir-
cuits and so 2K5 6 J(2). Then, by Corollary 2, mK$ € 6 for every even positive 
integer m. Finally, if 7 < m = 1 (mod 2), then either m = 4p + 3 or m = 4p + 5 
for some positive integer p. Thus m.K5 is isomorphic to either 3.K5 U 2(2p)K$ or 
5J£"5 U 2(2p)K6. Since 3isT5, 5isT5 belong to 6(4) and 2pK& e 6(4) n#(2), we have 
miC5 e 6 by Corollary 3. 
Now assume that one of (iii)-(v) is satisfied. Then 6 <. k ^ 0 (mod 4). Stewart 
[9] proved that Kk € 6 in this case. Since for k even (odd) Kk can be decomposed 
into fc — 1 (^jr-) pairwise edge-disjoint 1-factors (Hamiltonian circuits), Kk belongs 
to #(fc - 1) (S'(ifJ-), respectively). According to Corollary 2, mKk e &• 
Case 2 . Let n = 2. Assume to the contrary that fc ̂  3 is the minimum integer 
such that mKk[2\ $ 6 for some positive integer m. Denote the vertices of Kk{2) 
by V\,V2,• • • ,v2k in such a way that D2i-i and v2i are non-adjacent vertices for all 
i = 1, . . . , fc. Then the set of edges {viVj: j — i = p (mod 2)},p€ {0,1}, induces a 
(fc- l)-factor Fp of Kk{2]. F°, F
1 form a decomposition of Kk[2] and so Kk[2] G 5(2). 
Since mKk\i\ $• 6 , according to Corollary 2, we have Kk{2} $ &• Moreover, k > 4, 
because K312] and K4[2] admit supermagie labellings which are described below by 
giving the labels of edges v^j (and -, if Vi, Vj axe non-adjacent) in the upper triangles 
of matrices. 
- 24 1 23 2 22 3 
vi - 1 4 9 12 
13 12 14 11 15 10 
112 11 10 2 3 
5 8 4 21 
i>3 - 8 6 
Km • „ , Ki[2] • 20 17 9 16 
Suppose that fc is odd, i.e. k = 2g + 1. As 4 < 2q < fc, K2q[2) 6 6 . Let if 
be a subgraph of Kk[2] induced by {vi,... ,v4q}. H is isomorphic to K^i] and 
so there is a supermagie labelling t of H for the index A. Consider a mapping 
/ : E(Km) ~+ {1,2,... ,4fcg} given by 
't(e) + 4q if e€E(H), 
i if e = ViVik-i where 1 ̂  i <. g or 3g < i :$ 4g, 
/(e) = < i if e = «it>2fc where q <i ^ 3g, 
4kg + 1 - i if e = ViV^k-i where q <i ^ Zq, 
w 4fcg + 1 — i if e = t'ii'2fc where 1 $ I <. g or 3g < « ^ 4g. 
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Obviously, / is an injective mapping from E(Kk{2]) onto {1,2,..., \E(Km)\}. More-
over, we have 
q 35 Aq 
/*(«3i.-i)=E* + E (4fcg + l - 0 + £ i 
«=1 »=»+! i=3g+l 
= f<2(<? + 1) + 2g(4fcg + 1) - g(4g + 1) + |g(7g + 1) 
= 2g(4fcg + 1) = 2g(4(2g + l)g + 1) = 16g3 + 8g2 + 29> 
similarly, 
and 
/*(<Ы = 16g3 + 8g2 + 2g 
f*(vi) = f(vj) + 4g(2g - 1)2 + j + (4fcg + 1 - j) 
= A + 16g2 + 4g(fc - 2) + 1 
for all j — 1,... ,4g. According to (3), 
A + 16g2 + 4g(fc - 2) + 1 = (2g - 1)(1 + (2g - l)4g) + 16g2 + 4g(2g - 1) + 1 
= 16g3 + 8g2 + 2g. 
Therefore, / is a supermagic labelling of Kk[2], a contradiction to Kkp] $• &• 
Suppose that k is even, i.e. k = 2g. It is easy to see that Kk[2] — K2[Kq^]]- As 
3 s% g < k, 2Kqp] 6 6. By Corollary 5, Kk\-z] 6 6, which is again a contradiction. 
C a s e 3. Let n > 3. It is easy to see that mKk\n) = (mKk)[Dn], where Dn 
is the totally disconnected graph of order n. Corollary 5 implies mKk\n] G 6 for 
each of the conditions (viii)-(x). Therefore, suppose that (vii) is satisfied. Then 
k = 1 (mod 4), i.e. k — 4g + 1. Kk can be decomposed into 2g Hamiltonian circuits. 
Hence Kk[Dn] can be decomposed into 2g pairwise edge-disjoint factors isomorphic to 
Ck [Dn], where Ck denotes a circuit of length k. According to Corollary 5, Ck [Dn] 6 6 
and by Proposition 3, Kk[Dn] e 6. Moreover, Kk[Dn] 6 3'(2g) and so Corollary 2 
implies mKk[Dn] £&• U 
Combining Theorem 1 and Corollary 4 we obtain sufficient conditions for the 
Cartesian product Kkin]OKvy] to be supermagic. For illustration we present only 
the following 
Corollary 6. 
(i) Letk^h and p 3s 5 be odd integers. Then KkaKv € 6 . 
(ii) Let n > 4 and q ^ 4 be even integers. Then Kk[n]aKv^ g 6 . 
The line graph L(G) of a graph G is a graph with the vertex set V(L(G)) = 
E(G), where e,e' € E(G) are adjacent in L(G) whenever they have a common end 
vertex in G. Note that all edges of a graph G incident with a vertex v induce a 
subgraph K(v) of L(G), which is isomorphic to a complete graph of order deg(v). 
Subgraphs K(v), for all v 6 V(G), form a decomposition of L(G), where any edge 
of G belongs to precisely two distinct subgraphs. Therefore, there is a balanced 
harmonious homomorphism of (J K(v) onto L(G). Combining Corollary 1 and 
vev(G) 
Theorem 1 we immediately obtain 
Corollary 7. Let G be a d-regular graph, where d > 5. If either d = 2 (mod 4) 
and |V(G)| = 1 (mod 2), or d = 1 (mod 4), then L(G) € 6 . 
4. CARTESIAN PRODUCTS OF CIRCUITS 
In this section we deal with supermagic labellings of the Cartesian products of 
circuits. The circuit of order n is denoted by Cn. 
Theorem 2. CT,DCB 6 6 for my integer n > 3. 
Proof . Denote the vertices of C„ by vi,V2,. • -,vn in such a way that its 
edges are iw+i for i = 1, . . . , n, the subscripts being taken modulo n. Let Gi be 
the subgraph of CnoCn induced by {[vi,vj]: j = 1,...,n] for i = l,...,n and by 
{[vj,V2n+i~i]: j = l,...,n} for i = n+ l , . . . ,2n. Obviously, Gi , . . . ,G 2 n form a 
decomposition of CnoCn into pairwise edge-disjoint circuits. 
For every i £ {1,...,2«} let Hi be a circuit with the vertex set {uj: j = 
0,. . . , n — 1} and let ipi be an isomorphism of Hi onto Gi such that 
. j[vi,vi+j} if i^n, 
I l«2n+l-i+i, ^2n+l-ij II l>n, 
the subscripts being taken modulo n. Put H = {] Hi. Then the mapping i> from 
V(H) into V(CnDCn) given by il>(Uj) = ipi(u
lj), is a harmonious homomorphism of 
H onto CnDCn. Moreover, 
^ҷк^]) = {< «;ř+1n, 
^ Ҷ K t v + Ш ^ K Æ 1 - ' " } , 
Г1(K,tv_t]) = {uU,«Г
+ 1- r}. 
Consider the mapping t: E(H) -> {1,2,..., 2n2} given by 
. (2jn + i if j = 0 (mod 2), 
' 3+1 \l + 2(j + l)n-i if,7 = 1 (mod 2). 
Clearly, t is a bijective mapping and its index-mapping satisfies 
**(«}) =4jn + l for j # 0 , 
t*(ul) = 2n2 + 1 for n = 0 (mod 2), 
t*(ul) = 2(n - l)n + 2* for n = 1 (mod 2). 
Hence 
£ t*(w) = 4fcn + l + 4(n-fc)n + l = 4n2 + 2, 
2 t*(w)=2(2n2 + l) = 4n2 + 2 
^- ' (I 'v . 'v ] ) 
for n = 0 (mod 2) and 
X) **(") = 2(n - l)n + 2r + 2(n - l)n + 2(2n + 1 - r) = 4n2 + 2 
U^-H[Vr,Vr}) 
for n = 1 (mod 2). Therefore, [H,ip,t] is a supermagic frame of CnDCn and by 
Proposition 2, CnnCn 6 6 . D 
The following two assertions exploit the structure of the labellings of C3DC3 and 
C4DC4 described above. 
Proposition. 4. Let G be a 3-reguiar grapii containing- a 1-factor. Then L(G) e 
6 . 
Proof . Let Fx be a 1-factor of G. Put p = |£(-Fi)|, Denote the vertices 
of G by vi,V2,-.-,V2V in such a way that E(Fi) = {vii>2p+i_.;: i = l , . . . , p } . The 
set E(G) - E(Fi) induces a 2-factor F2 of G. Clearly, there is a permutation a of 
{1,2,.. . , 2p} such that E(F2) = {fiVa(i):« = 1,. . . , 2p}. 
Let Ti be the complete graph with the vertex set {»,, y», Zi}, for i = 1,2,..., 2p. Let 
2p 
H be the disjoint union of Ti, i.e. H = \J Tt. Then the mapping </>: V(#) -1 £(G) 
.=1 
given by ^(aij) = ViV2v+i~i, ip(yi) = ^it^,), t/>(zi) — *Wa-*(i)> is a harmonious 
homomorphism of H onto £(G). 
Consider the mapping t: E(H) -*• {1,2,..., 6p} given by 
i i if e = a*ij/i, 
4 p + l ~ i ife = yiZ», 
4p + -i if e = ZiXi. 
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Obviously, t is an injective mapping and its index-mapping satisfies 
t*(x{) =4p+2i , 
<*(y.) = 4p + i, 
t*(zi) = 8 p + l 
for all i = l ,2,. . . ,2p. Hence, 
E **(_)== E **(«) 
-_£l-- l(e) _€i/.-1(t,j02I,+i_j) 
_=t*(x,) + t*(a;2p+i-j) 
= 4p + 1j + 4p + 2(2p + 1 - j) = 12p + 2 
for e € E(Fi), and 
E **(«) = E **(«) 
-le -̂MO -ev>-1(».-_(i)) 
= **(.,•)+**(-«-«)) 
= 4p + 1 + 8p + 1 = 12p + 2 
for e 6 -B(E2). Therefore, [H,tp,t] is a supermagic frame of L(G) and by Proposi-
tion 2, L(G) € 6 . D 
Proposition 5. Let G be a bipartite 4-regular graph which can be decomposed 
into pairwise edge-disjoint subgraphs isomorphic to C*. Then G € 6 . 
Proof . Suppose that V, V2 are parts of G and Gj.,.. . , Gk are pairwise edge-
disjoint subgraphs of G isomorphic to C4. Let F be a graph with the vertex set 
V(F) = V2, where u,v 6 V2 are joined by an edge in F whenever {u,v} C V(G;) 
for some i € {1, ...,&} (multiple edges are allowed in this special case). Clearly, 
F is a 2-regular graph and so there is a permutation a of V2 such that E(F) = 
{va(v): v € V2}. 
For every i = 1,...,_; let Hi be the circuit with the vertex set {wt,Xi, j / , , z;} and 
the edge set {»._;,,Xji/.,2/;z,,z;tu;}. Then there is an isomorphism ^; of Hi onto G; 
such that a(ipi(Xi)) = i/>;(z;). Put J_ = (J Hi. The mapping ip: V(H) -. V(G) 
given by tX-0 = ^>t(v) when v e V(i?;), is a harmonious homomorphism of H onto 
G. Note that, for all i = 1, . . . , k, ip(wt) e Vi, t/>(~i) - V2, «/>(.;) - Vi, V>(*-) - V2 for 
u 6 Vi, |V'~1(u)| = 2 and for i> 6 V2, ^"^(v) = {iEr,z-}, where t/>(_r)a(^(_;r)) and 
a~1(^>(_;s))'0(zs) are edges of F incident with v. 
I l l 
Consider the mapping t: E(H) -+ {1,2,. . . , 4fc} given by 
t(e) = I 
І Іf Є = WiXi, 
2fc + 1 — i if e = XІУІ, 
2k + i if e = УІZІ, 
, 4fc + 1 — І Іf Є = 2ÍWІ. 





= 4fc + l , 




for v Є Vi and 
£ t*(w) = (2fc + l) + (6fc + l ) = 2(4fc + l ) 
for v € V2- Therefore, [fr,^),t] is a supermagic frame of G and by Proposition 2, 
G 6 6 . D 
As the Cartesian product of even circuits is a bipartite 4-regular graph which can 
be decomposed into pairwise edge-disjoint subgraphs isomorphic to C4, by Proposi-
tion 5, we immediately have 
T h e o r e m 3 . Let n > 2, fc ^ 2 be integers. Then C2nuC2k € 6 . 
This result suggests a conjecture: 
C o n j e c t u r e . CnoCfc e 6 for all n,fc ^ 3. 
The graph Qn of the n-dimensional cube can be defined by induction as follows: 
Qi = K2 and Qk+i = <3*Dif2 for any positive integer fc. 
We conclude this paper with a characterization of supermagic cubes Qn, but first we 
prove the following auxiliary result. 
L e m m a 1. C4DC4DC4 € 6 . 
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P r o o f . P u t G = C1OC4. According to Theorem 2, there is a supermagic la­
belling g of G for the index A = 66. Evidently, there exist edge-disjoint 1-factors F1, 
F2, F 3 , F * which form a decomposition of G. Now, consider the graph G o C 4 . 
Denote the vertices of G 4 by xi, %%, X3, x4 in such a way that its edge set is 
{xiXi,X2X3,X3X4,X4Xi). For j = 1,... ,4 let Gj be the subgraph of G D C 4 induced 
by {[v, Xj]: v e V(G}}. Define a mapping t: E(GX U . . . U G 4 ) -+ {1,2,,. ., 128} by 
t([u, XJ][V, Xj]) = g(uv) + OІ,J 
if uv 6 E(Fi), where 
K І ) = 
' 6 4 32 96 0 \ 
32 96 0 64 
64 32 96 0 
.32 64 0 9 6 / 
It is not difficult to check that t is a bijection. The index-mapping of t satisfies 
**([». Xj\) = g*(v) + E a>i,j = A + E «i,i 
i = l i = l 
for every v £ F (G) . Thus, 
**([y.a;i]) = ^(b,-=3]) = 258, 
t*([v,x2]) = 29Q, 
t*([v,x4]) = 2 2 6 . 
Denote the vertices of G by vi , v2,, 
of GoC 4 induced by {bi , £•,-]: i = 1 
C1 6) - + { 1 2 9 , 1 3 0 , . . . , 192} by 
h(e) = < 
f 128 + 
1 6 1 - i 
160 + 
U93 - % 
., v\<$. For i = 1 , . . . , 16 let C* be the subgraph 
. . , 4 } . Define the mapping h: E(CX U . . . U 
if e = [vi, XI][VÍ, X2], 
if e = [ v , - , ^ ] ^ , ^ ] , 
if e = [vi,a;3][«i,a;4], 
if e = [vi,Xi][vi,xi]. 
It is easy to check that ft is a bijection and its index-mapping satisfies 
h*([vi,xi]) = h*([Vi,x3]) = 321, 
h*([vi,x2]) = 289, 
h*([vi,x4]) = 353 
for a lH = l , . . . , 1 6 -
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The mapping / : E(GaC4) -+{1,2,. . . , 192} given by 
' t(e) if ee E(G1 U...l)G4), 
/(e) = , 
\ h(e) if e € E(C% U . . . U < 
is a bijection satisfying f*([iH,Xj]) = t*([vi,Xj]) + h*([vi,Xj]) = 579 for all i = 
1, . . . , 16, j = 1, • . . ,4 , i.e. / is a supermagic labelling of GDC4. D 
Theorem 4. Qn e& if and only if either n = l o r 4 ^ n s f l (mod 2). 
Proof . Qn is a connected n-regular graph of order 2
n. Thus, Proposition 1 
implies the necessary condition for Qn <= 6 . 
On the other hand, obviously Qi € 6 . It is easy to see that Q4 (Qe) is isomor-
phic to C4OC4 (C4DC4DC4) and so, by Theorem 2 (Lemma 1), Q4 e & (Qe G 6, 
respectively). 
Suppose that Q2k € 6 for an integer k ^ 2. Since Q2k <= ff(2fc), we have I6Q2* € 6 
by Corollary 2. Similarly, 22fe<54 € 6 . According to Corollary 4, <52AD(34 G &. As 
Q2M-4 is isomorphic to Q2kOQ4, Q2k+4 6 6 . By induction, <2„ € 6 for any even 
integer n ^ 4. D 
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